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ABSTRACT 

This paper consists of two parts, appearing in consecutive 

issues of this Journal. It deals with some of the many aspects 

of modelling physical systems in terms of differential equations 

(DE>, ordinary and partial. Among the issues touched upon 

figure a) the important role played by the assumptions underlying 

a DE based ma.themati cal model <Part I>, and b > the- interplay 

between modelling and .simulation when using differential equation 

models <Part I I). . In a more phi 1 osophi cal vein, there is a 

section on determinism as well as one on model validation; 

while fairly general in scope, the concepts examined therein are 

introduced in direct relation to DE models. 

From an educational viewpoint, the present paper contains 

computational ~nd methodological approaches which, suitably 

combined, should contribute to a more successful teaching of the 

subject to engineering and science students. Indeed, and for the 

sake of both Lmders.tanding and motivation, prospective teachers 

of DE~s should have a good command of these aspects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 

This paper draws attention to certain principles governing 

the application of mathematics to engineering and the physical 

sciences. Broadly speaking, these applications require 

a) producing mathematical descriptions of physical phenomena 

<MODELLING>, and 

b) drawing conclusions about those and related phenomena 

with the help of such models <SIMULATION>. 

Not surprisingly considering its stated goals, this paper is 

concerned with both modelling and simulation. Special emphasis is 

laid, however, upon relating mathematical constructions to their 

empirical counterparts, keeping faithful to the belief that 

knowledge is rooted in experiment.In short, the modelling process 

is viewed 

description 

mathematical 

here as an instance of translation, from an informal 

of a given real phenomena into a (formalized) 

construction, the model. This translation is 



guided by va~ious assumptions made by the modelle~ about the 

behaviou~ of the ~eal wo~ld. The app~op~iateness of these 

assumptions is best tested against expe~imental ~esults, by 

compa~ing some of thei~ consequences with the manifestations 

of reality as obse~ved by the expe~imente~. 

There is a model corresponding to each set of assumptions, 

and drawing conclusions from a given model is either eased or 

~ende~ed impossible depending on the set of assumptions it rests 

upon. No vJonder, the·n, that modelling itself is intimately 

mingled with simul·ation, . each in turn being related to model 

complexity in its own particular way. This remark opens up the 

possibility of achieving unified, systematic treatments of 

modelling and simulation based upon the idea of model complexity. 

Unfortunately, .this last notion does hot easily lend itself 

to a precise mathematical treatment; a possibility of doing this, 

however, is to ~efer m6del complexity to algo~ithm complexity, 

which can be given a precise meaning~ see for instance 

ClJ, C2J, C3J, also C4J. In terms of this notion, one can say that 

THE COMPLEXITY OF A GIVEN MODEL IS THAT 
OF THE LEAST COMPLEX SIMULATION ALGORITHM 
BASED UPON THAT MODEL. 

However this concept of model complexity is rende~ed 

operative, some remarks about systematizing modelling/simulation 

work can be found at the end of section 6 below. See 

C5J, C6J for somewhat more detailed accounts. 

In the last resort, howeve~, all modelling and simulation 

work depends upon the ~xpertise and gooa sense of the modeller; 

any ,systematic theo~y should be_aimed at supplementing rather 
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than replacing the modeller's craft. 

This being said, the reader must be warned that far less 

ambitious goals are aimed at in most of the paper. For instance, 

sections 4 and 6 deal with setting up and solving differential 

equations, respectively. The choice of modelling methodology 

adopted in section 4 owes a great deal to treatments now 

classical in the chemical engineering literature, such as 

C7J and CBJ. As to section 6, it is a brief review of 

numerical methods for differential equations, ordinary and 

partial. 

Determinism no doubt is a fundamental notion underlying all 

classical physics, hence also its engineering applications. A 

critical analysis of this concept was done in C9J in relation to 

modelling; section 3 is concerned with exploring further the 

experimental origin of this notion from a classical perspective. 

Determinism is seen to be formalizable into the notion of a 

state space, as understood in the mathematical system theoretic 

literature [10J. 

Together, determinism and the choice of continuous time or 

space representative set the ground for differential equation 

models; all extras required are physical laws expressed in 

differential form plus the necessary differentiability 

assumptions.'The differential equations are ordinary when time is 

continuous and space is discrete, also when space is one 

dimensional and time is discrete; in all remaining cases there 

result partial differential equations. To keep matters within 

bounds, the main ideas developed in both sections 3 and 5 are 

illustrated in terms of the differential equation models 

developed in the elementary examples of· section 2. Section 5 is 

concerned with model validation criteria, and relies heavily 
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upon concepts describing empirical work. It is seen therein that 

confrontation with experiment may be critical, and require a 

careful reexamination of the fundamental assumptions underlying 

the given model. 

Finally, a few remarks on the numbering of equations, which 

is internal to each section. If equation (k) of section m is 

called from section n, it is referred to as eq. (k) if m=n, else 

as eq • ( m. k) • 

2. SOME MODELLING EXAMPLES. 

The following examples illustrate three situations in which 

dynamical systems are modelled from physical principles, with 

varying degrees of detail. Though rather elementary in character, 

they are reckoned to illustrate the various considerations 

involved in mathematical modelling. 

Example 1. 

"Consider a mechanical system formed by a block which slides 

along a horizontal plane while acted upon by an external force. 

Besides, the mass is 

attached to a fixed spring, 

the whole system being 

submerged in a material 

fluid. 

model 

It is desired to 

the ensuing ~ofion 

of this mechanical· system." 

The assumptions usually made when dealing with this 

situation are: 
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Al. The block is a material particle of known mass m, 

A2. The spring is linear, i.e. it obeys Hooke's Law, with a 

known force constant k, 

A3. There is no friction between the block and the 

horizontal surface, 

A4. The material fluid helps to dissipate mechanical energy 

by exerting a retarding force upon the block which 

varies linearly with its velocity (constant of 

proportionality=~>, 

A5. The external force varies with time as given by a known 

function f:EO,m>->R. 

Let x:EO,m>->R define the trajectory of the block, with 

x<t>:= position of the block at timet. At this point one would 

like to invoke 

A6. Newton's Second Law, 

which requires us to express all the forces as well as the 

acceleration of the particle in terms of the dynamical variables. 

It is therefore convenient to introduce some extra smoothness 

assumptions on x, say 

This new assumption allows us to give all the external 

forces acting on the particle at time t, namely 

(the spring force], 
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l 
' " l 

dx<t> . J -~dt [the VlSCOUS force , 

f<t> [the external actionJ, plus 

d 2 x 
mdt 2 Cthe inertial forceJ. 

Newton's Second Law makes us restrict our search for 

trajectories to those C 2 functions satisfying the differential 

equation 

<1a) 

over CO,m>, where we have set m=l for the sake of notational 

simplicity. 

Now, it is quite easy to see that a solution x(C2 can exist 

·only if 

AB. f is continuous, 

an assumption that will be readily adopted since we know that 

indeed there is a trajectory. Moreover, it is a well established 

experimental fact that fixing both position and velocity at the 

start of the motion does in fact determine the trajectory, a fact 

embodying the deterministic character of this analysis. We would 

1 ike our mathematical description to be as faithful as poss_i bl ~' 

thus imposing upon the model the basic requirement of reflecting 

this fundamental fact. In turn, ·· this 1 eads us to supplementing 
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the DE <1a> by adding the initial condition 

<1b) 

hoping thereby to determine one solution of the differential 

equation and thus reflect the determinism of the situation. 

It is a well known fact in the theory of linear differential 

equations that the initial value problem <IVP> given by 

conditions (1) does have a unique solution defined on the whole 

nonnegative time axis. This validates the resulting model at 

least from the requirement of refle~ting determinism, additional 

validation tests being required by the need to achieve agreement 

with quantitative experiments.• 

E:-~ample 2. 

"A long, thin, uniform metal bar is thermally insulated from 

its surroundings and has a nonuniform temperature distribution at 

a certain instant of time. It is desired to model thermal events 

within the bar; in particular, it is required to predict its 

future temperature distribution." 

As in the previous example, it is imperative to start out by 

introducing appropriate working assumptions. The first point 

follows from the fact t~at the bar is "long and thin", which 

suggests the appropriateness of considering temperature 

variations in a longitudinal direction only. In other words, 

all the points in a given eros~ section of the bar will be 

assumed to have the same temperature. 
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This situation gives rise to the following assumption, in 

which L denotes the bar length measured in convenient units: 

Al. The portion of space occupied by the bar is the closed 

interval CO, LJ. 

Consequently, a temperature distribution <or temperature 
11 profile") can be described by a function T:[O,LJ-)~, where 

T<z>:= temperature at point z of the bar. The only interesting 

thermal events take place within the bar, in the form of heat 

conduction; for convenience, this heat transfer mechanism will be 

assumed to follow a linear law, namely 

A2. Fourier's Law C11J. 

It is necessary to restrict our attention to "sufficiently 

smooth" temperature profiles if we want to at least express 

Fourier's Law in this setting. For the time being, we shall be 

.content with stating the assumption that 

A3. Each temperature profile is continuous on CO,LJ and 

continuously differentiable on <O,L). 

Thus, Fourier's Law of heat conduction states that the rate 

of heat f 1 ow per unit area <"heat f 1 u:-~") al eng the bar equals_ 

-kdT 
... dz 

if computed at point z when the temperature profile is T<·>. Here 

k denotes the local heat conductivity. 
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Therefore, the fact that the metal bar is thermally 

insulated at the ends translates into the assumption that 

A4. Every temperature profile satisfies T" <O>=T" <L>=O. 

It is an experimental fact that each temperature profile 

evolves in one and only one way. In other words, we are dealing 

with a deterministic situation, same as in the previous example. 

Therefore, 

trajectory, 

each initial temperature profile describes a unique 

which can be most conveniently represented in terms 

of a function u:EO,m>xEO,LJ->R, with u<t, ·> denoting the 

temperature profile of the bar at time t. 

boundary condition <BC> must hold: 

Thus the following 

au au 
a z < • ' o > =o ' a z < • ' L > =o' (2) 

together with the initial condition <IC) 

Ll (0' • ) =f' (3) 

where f stands for the known non-uniform initial profile. 

Because temperature varies in time, thermal energy 

accumulates at every portion of the bar. From the very definition 

of heat capacity, the rate of energy accumulation between z 0 -h 

and z 0 +h at any instant t is measured by 
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z..,+h 

~t{SPCpu<t,z>dz}, 

provided the time derivative exists, where p denotes the local 

linear density of the material. 

In turn, the "uniformity" of the bar can be translated into 

the assumption that 

A5. ·Density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity 

have constant values, both in time and along the bar. 

At this point it is convenient to introduce the purely 

.mathematical assumption that 

au A6. at is continuous, 

to obtain the rate of energy accumulation in the section of the 

bar under analysis in the·form of 

z..,+h 

S au 
pcPatdz. 

z..,-h 

On the other hand, the net h~at flow through the element is 
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given by Fourier~s Law as 

so that 

This last equality merely expresses the validity of 

A7. The Law of Conservation of Energy, 

which we take for granted here. 

At this point it is convenient to even further restrict the 

class of allowable profiles by introducing the additional 

assumption that 

AS. u<t,·)€C2 for each t>O. 

Having done so, it suffices to divide both sides of the 

previous equality by h and let h~O to obtain the DE 

<4> 
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a necessary condition for the validity of assumptions Al to AB. 

Here ~==k/pCp denotes the thermal diffusivity of the material. 

It is a well known fact in the elementary theory of partial 

differential equations that the initial boundary value problem 

<IBVP> defined by (2), (3) and (4) admits a unique solution. It 

is true, then, that this model does reflect the determinism 

encountered in the physical situation.• 

Example 3. 

"A thin, uniform membrane is tightened by forcing its edge 

to adopt the shape of a nonplanar simple closed curve. Its 

constituent material is very light and is subject to no other 

external actions, all internal tensions being uniformly 

distributed over the membrane. It is required to describ~ the 

resulting shape. 11 

This situaticin can be analyzed along lines very similar to 

those of the two foregoing examples. A number 'of hypotheses wi 11 

have to be put forward in order to carry out that analysis: some 

of them are of a geometrical nature, some others concern the 

physics of the situation and the rest are purely mathematical. 

The basic treatment is ~ather well known and can b~~ourid fn 

many standard references on mechanics of a continuum [12J or in 

mathematical treatises like C13J. For this reason 

e~ample shall be dealt with in considerably le~s detail than 

' previous: ,two. 

this 

the 

Broadly speaking, the ~nalysis is normally bas~~ upon the 

following set of assumptions: 
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Al. The membrane projects onto a plane region identifiable 

with a closed, bounded region GCR2
• 

A2. Every perpendicular to G intersects the membrane only 

once. 

A3 The membrane is so thin that such intersection consists 

of a single point. 

From these last two assumptions it follows that the shape of 

the tightened membrane is the graph of a function u:G->R, with 

u<x,y>:= deformation amplitude at <x,y>EG. For mathematical 

convenience, let~s assume that 

A4. u is twice continuously differentiable in the interior 

of G, 

A5. The restriction of u to the boundary of G is a known 

continuous function, say f:aG->R. 

Given that the membrane material is very light, it makes 

sense to neglect the action of gravity. To be precise, we shall 

asssume that 

A6. The only external action on each element of membrane is 

the tension exerted upon it by the neighboring elements. 

Upon letting a,b~O, the condition for static equilibrium of 

that portion of the membrane directly above the square 

Cx 0 ,x 0 +aJxEy0 ,y0 +bJcint<G> transforms into the relation 

with 
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(5) 

where T stands for the local tension in the membrane. 

If we now introduce the assumption that 

A7. The tension is uniformly distributed over the membrane 

(i.e. Tis constant>, 

plus the additional assumption that 

AB. The maximum deformation is small co~pared with the total 
. . 

extension of the membrane, 

then this last condition reduces to 

(6a) 

which must be supplemented by the BC 

(6b) 

This boundary v~lue problem <BVP> for Laplace~s. equation 

must be satisfied by u if ail the previously stated assumptions 

are to hold. Well known results of Classical Potential Theory, 

<see e.g. C14J) guarantee that u is fully determined by the 

various assumptions underlying this mathematical model, thus 

validating it at least from a qualitative point of view. A 
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slight extension of this construction yields an IBVP 

characterizing the dynamic behaviour of this membrane under 

deterministic conditions. See [13J.e 

3. DETERMINISM IN MATHEMATICAL MODELS. 

The foregoing examples illustrate the construction of 

mathematical models • In each case a phenomenon was chosen for 

study, and a relevant model was built through a process akin to 

translation. Most importantly, this translation process was 

accomplished by introducing a set of assumptions, of which a most 

consequential one implied adopting a deterministic viewpoint. 

Let us now view these concepts from a more general perspective. 

For, let us begin by adopting the classical standpoint that 

physical phenomena refer to changes of observable attributes 

which take place in space and time. Typical attributes of 

interest are temperature, position, velocity, electric field, 

color, concentration, etc. In any case, a mathematical 

description of a phenomenon must include representatives of these 

three ingredients, namely TIME, SPACE and ATTRIBUTES. In each 

case, the mathematical representative chosen must certainly be a 

mathematical object, i. e. either a set or a concept derived 

therefrom. 

Take TIME, for instance, to be represented by a nonempty set 

T. Whatever our choice, T must be ordered if we are to 

distinguish between past, present and future. It must. not have 

"v6id~·· either, hence selecting a set of real numbers for T seems 

appropriate; its elements will be referred to as instants. We 

often formulate physical laws in terms of instantaneous 

rates of change, 

in such cases the 

which in turn must figure in our descriptions; 

choice of an interval for T seems mandatory, 
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in order to take limits with ease. In our examples and in all 

that follows, T=CO,m): {0) stands for the present while <O,m) 

represents the future, many situations requiring "to predict the 

future in terms of whichever present information is available 11
• 

As to the space representative <a nonempty set 8)~ two 

typical choices come to mind: a finite set, as in Example 1 and a 

set ScRd (d=1,2,3> with a nonempty interior there, as in Examples 

2 and 3. Following the now standard terminology, the first choice 

gives rise to lumped parameter models; the second one, to 

distributed parameter models. In more classical t~rms, we deal 

with particle mechanics and with mechanics of a continuum, 

respectively. The actual 

factors, among which are 

choice of S results from a number of 

* symmetry and other geometrical considerations, 

and often is dictated by the very practical. need of keeping 

models 11 as simple as possible 11
• 

in Example 2 the choi~e of a c~linder of height L and 

radius R for S does seem natural. Symmetry considerations usually 

made <e.g. temperature is independent of orientation within·any 

cross section of the cylinder~ lead to considering qnly two space 

variables • If, moreover, the materiai is assumed to be isotropic 

<heat conduction is independent of ori~ntation within the 

cylinder>, them the resulting ·model would_~:c::msist _of _the DE 

t.: <O, m_> , O<z<L, O<r<R 

supplemented by the BC's 
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au au 
ar<t,z,O)=O, ar<t,z,R)=O; t~[O,m>, Z€[0~LJ, 

au au 
az <t,O,r>=O, az <t,L,r>=O; te[O,m), r.:[O,RJ. 

Should any of these simplifying assumptions be dropped, an 

even more complex model would result. There certainly are 

situations in which it is mandatory to consider all sort of 

features in a model, but it is nevertheless advisable to simplify 

whenever it is possible to do so without losing precision. In any 

case, experiment and the knowledge derived therefrom remain 

valuable indicators of just what simplifying assumptions it is 

apt to consider. 

As to attributes, typically only finitely many will be 

considered (say n>, and its representative set A is often chosen 

to be a subset of R" for reasons akin to those leading to the 

current choice of T. There are instances, however, in which 

attributes are considered which vary in a discrete fashion 

<consider, for instance, a phenomenon involving the number of 

alpha particles detected by a Geiger counter>; in such cases, A 

must be factorizable into its 11 discrete 11 and 11 continuous" 

factors. These situations are out of the scope of this 

presentation, though, and A will in fact be assumed to have a 

'nonempty interior in R". 

Whatever our choices of T, S and A, our description of the 

phenomenon must provide the following information: 
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a) At every instant, the spatial distribution of attributes 

or attribute profile, given by a map e:S~A; let E denote the set 

of all admissible profiles. 

b) The time-space description of the phenomenon, given by 

the set 0 consisting of all possible trajectories w:T->E. 

The three examples given in section 1 illustrate the type of 

considerations the modeller has to make in order to choose both E 

and 0. Thus, in Example 2 the admissible profiles were real, C 1 

functions on CO,LJ whose derivatives vanished at each end of the 

interval and which were indeed C2 .functions on <O, L). As the 

reader may recall, 

* the differentiability requirement was dictated by the need 

to express heat flux at every point of the bar, while 

* the vanishing of the endpoint derivatives expresses 

thermal insulation; 

* the existence of the second derivative at interior points 

was required in o~der to measure the local energy accumulation 

due to heat conduction, 

* the continuity of the second derivative there was demanded 

by the need to interc.hange derivative.and integral and thus 

express the eoergy balance. 

-·· 

Finally, the choice of n was dictated pre~isely by the fact 

that the law of e~ergy conservation must hold, thus ruling out of 

consideration any trajectory not satisfying the heat equation. 

Analogous considerations can· be made concerning the choice 

of the various elements making up the models arrived at in 

20 
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Examples 1 and 3. For instance, n 
constant trajectories satisfying 

dimensions, with T=CO,m>. 

in Example 3 consists of all 

the wave equation in two 

There is, however, a feature common to all three examples 

and which so far has remained untouched in this discussion: 

DETERMINISM. On the other hand, there also is a feature that 

distinguishes the model in Example 3 from the previous two: time 

is apparently absent from it. The following remarks touch upon 

these issues and their origin in experiment. 

It is a fundamental assumption in all this that time, space 

and attributes can be measured, and thereby the observer becomes 

aware of the phenomenon. Experiment is a source of data, 

often finitely many in number, in which attribute values are 

recorded at various instants and points in space. For instance, 

* a video camera can be attached to the mechanical system of 

Example 1 in order to record the motion: in turn, the 

experimenter can monitor the block's position as a function of 

time from the resulting shots; 

* thermocouples can be inserted at various positions within 

the metal b.ar, thus providing continuous monitoring of 

temperature there, and 

* an arrangement similar to that devised for Example 1 can 

be used to monitor the position of selected points of the 

membrane. 

In addition, any experiment assumes certain fi:<ed "external 

conditions .. , which can be as disparate as ambient temperature and 

pressure, initial position and velocity, initial temperature 
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profile, etc. This is a very important part of the experimental 

information, and it provides a full characterization for the 

experiment. It is so important a piece of information that 

failing to provide it may lead to serious inconsistencies when 

mixing data belonging to different experiments. 

This being said, the possible experimental conditions will 

be modelled by the elements of a nonempty set X~ this.set being 

referred to as an experimental frame [15J; given an experimental 

frame X, .the data constitute a set DcXxTxSxA, which often 

contains all information guiding the analyst in the formulation 

of simplifying assumptions and the like. 

For instance, 

given experimental 

remain constant in 

a phenomenon occurs in steady state under 

conditions if "measured attribute values 

time"; this notion can be formalized by. 

observing that it coincides with 

< x , t ' , p , a~ ) , < x , t 11 
, p , a" ) ED ::} a • =a" for some :< .: X • 

More fundamentally, a phenomenon will be said to be 

deterministic if there is a choice of experimental frame for 

which the trajectory is determined given each particular set of 

conditions: 

For some X, <x,t,p,a'), <x,t,p,a") .:D::} a'=a 11 for every x.:X. 

Analogous definitions apply to symmetry considerations and 

the like. 

An important clarifica~ion is in order, though, concerning 

the meaning of "=" i·n statements 1 ike a • =a" above. This is so 

because of the acknowledged variability of experimental results, . 
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which rules out any contention of ever achieving equality in the 

mathematical sense. In short, one should rather resort to a 

notion like "indistinguishability under the conditions of the 

experiment"; in turn, such vague notion could be made precise if 

understood to mean 

Ja"-a"J<e:, 

with >O a given tolerance. Indeed a valid alternative could be 

Ja"-a"J 
Jo:J <e:, 

where ~ stands for a suitable average of 

{a.:A: <x,t,p,a> .aD}, 

for each fixed <x,t,p). 

The important fact remains that, under determinism, there is 

an experimental frame that determines a trajectory for every set 

of conditions; such an experimental frame will be called a STATE 

SPACE for the corresponding physical system. For instance, a 

state space for the mechanical system of Example 1 is the set of 

all ordered pairs <position, velocity>; a state space for the bar 

of Example 2 is the set of all temperature profiles, etc. Thus, 

the existence of a state space is at the root of determinism. 

Summing up, a deterministic model is an ord~red collection 

<T,S,A,E,n,X,f>, 
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: 
in which the first five objects have the meaning already 

explained, X is a state space and f:X~O assigns a unique 

trajectory to every value of the state. 

Differential equations provide an adequate .. framework for the 

study of determinism (in continuous time) in terms of conditions 

for the existence and uniqueness of solutions to IVP's. 

4. ON SETTING UP DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

A short reflection on the th~ee examples of section 2 

suffices to detect a great many similarities between them. Many 

of these common features are of a structural nature and they have 

already been considered in section 3, but there is also a number 

of methodological similarities whieh we want to focus on in this 

section. 

Let us begin by poi~ting out that each of these considers a 

quantity that is conserved: linear momentum in Examples 1 and 3, 

Energy in Example 2. In each c•se, the relevant conservation law 

was expressed in the basic form 

ACCUMULATION RATE = 

INPUT RATE --OUTPUT RATE, 

which when expressed locally gives rise to a . differential 

equation. 

In fact, it seldom occurs that onl~ one source contributes 

to the build-up of whatever is conserved; also, there may be more 

than one sink. Thus, in general both input and output terms 

consist of sums of individual items. Take, for instance Example 

24 
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1, in which two sinks of linear momentum can be identified, 

namely the spring and the viscous medium. 

In general, it will be necessary to express the local values 

of the dynamical variable being conserved in terms of the 

system attributes there as well as in neighbouring points, and 

perhaps their time derivatives. In turn, the various input and 

output terms must be expressed in terms of the same quantities by 

recourse to physical laws. Then an 11 elementary portion 11 of the 

system is selected and the basic conservation equation is written 

down for it. 

In the lumped parameter case S is a finite set, (say 

S={p 1 , ••• ,pml>, and the natural choices for elementary sets are 

{p 1 l, •.• ,{pml.Thus 1e above operation will be repeated a total 

of m times and a 

<ODE> will result. 

5tem of m ordinary differential equations 

In contrast, in the distributed parameter case <say sc~, 

with a nonempty interior there>, for every interior point pES 

there is a positive number r 0 such that the open ball of radius 

r
0 

centered in p [denoted V<p,r 0 )J consists of interior points of 

S. Take the sets in the c:ollec:tion 

to be elementary in this case. The basic conservation equation 

will be written down for eac:h such V<p,r>, and a differential 

relation valid at p will result upon letting r~O. The 

arbitrariness of p implies then that such relation holds in the 

whole interior of S and hence results in a partial differential 

equation <PDE) valid there. 
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Besides supplying the all important conservation principle, 

Physics enters into the above by providing expressions for 

a) the basic variable being conserved, 

attributes and their derivatives, 

in terms of the 

b) each input and output term, as a function of the same 

variables Cthe "constitutive equations 11
, Bird, op. cit.J. 

Item a) is usually "forced" upon us by Physics itself and 

there is not much we can do about it: the mechanical energy of 

the block in Example 1 is given by 

its linear momentum by 

1 . 2 1 ( dx )2 
2kx +~ dt ' 

dx 
mdt' 

etc. These are the very definitions of the concepts we need and 

we have no choice but to take them as given. On the contrary, 

there usually is a whole spectrum of physical laws to choose ~rom 

when it comes to selecting a constitutive equation. The choice is 

dictated-- by our knowledge of the reliability of each' such 

physical ·law over the whole range of variation of the attrib~tes 

and their derivatives, but no less so by the basic "practical" 

con~traint of avoiding unnecessarily complex models. 

Take, for instance, the constitutive equations for the 
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viscous and spring forces acting on the block of Example 1. Both 

intuition and physical measurements suggest that viscous action 

is absent if the block is not moving; they also suggest that the 

corresponding force is a function of velocity, directed in the 

oposite direction. Similar remarks apply to the spring restoring 

action as related to deformation. 

Hence it is natural to expect constitutive equations such as 

spring force=~<x>, 

( dx) viscous force=r dt , 

with ~ and t satisfying 

~<O>=O; x~<x><O if x~O 

r<O>=O; vt<v><O if v¢0 

(2a) 

(2b) 

In this more general setting, instead of equation (1.1a) one 

obtains 

d2x=.n( >+r(dx )+f <t> 
dt 2 ~ X dt ' (2c) 

which is nonlinear in general. Moreover, if the corresponding 

model is to reflect .the underlying determinism, existence and 

uniqueness of solutions to the.IVP associated with this DE must 

be secured. This imposes stringent requirements upon ~ and t: 

for instance 
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* both ~ and ~ are continuously differentiable, 

although milder smoothness conditions do indeed suffice. In 

practice, such functions result from experiment and are often 

given in graphical form, labelled the "characteristic response 

curve 11 of the corresponding element. It can be safely said, then, 

that these additional smoothness assumptions arise from purely 

mathematical considerations and are not supplied by the physics 

of the situation. Their importance should not be minimized, 

though, given their function in the model. 

!.tJhat we did in Example 1 was to use our knowledge about ~ 

and ~ to replace ~<x> and ~Cdx/dt> by -kx and -t.Ldx/dt, 

respectively, with k:=-~~ <O>, u:=-f~ CO>, two positive numbers. 

The resulting simplification procedure is nothing but 

linearization, a welcome byproduct of differentiability. 

Quite analogous remarks can be made concerning our use 6f 

Fourier~s Law in Example 2, which implies the constitutive 

equation 

. au 
heat flux=-k-;:-: 

c;oZ 

in·general one should expect 

heat flux=..n(~~), 

with~ very much like in <2a>. A more refined expression would in 

fact be 
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heat flux=F(u,:~), 

with F<u,·> as~ in (2a>; it would yield the nonlinear POE 

au a ( au) 
PC""at=BzF u,az ' (4) 

instead of <1.4>. It was through the same linearization process 

based upon assuming F to be differentiable and oF/au to be 

negligible that the linear POE in Example 2 was derived. 

It is difficult to make apparent and even more so to render 

precise the criteria guiding the modeller (scientist, engineer or 

whatever) in making the right choice of constitutive equation. 

They ultimately rely on the very basic requirement of "making 

model predictions agree with experiment .. , of course, but the task 

is never accomplished via a blind 11 Search in model space 11
• On the 

contrary, those guiding criteria constitute a good part of the 

modeller~s expertise , whose build-up takes years of higher 

learning and subsequent practice. 

Often, however, a scientist gets involved in work of a 

really innovative nature, for which earlier experiences and 

training do not suffice. In such cases further experimentation is 

mandatory in order to test the model resulting from a given set 

of assumptions. We shall be coming b~ck to these considerations 

in the following section. 

In the meantime, 1 et us insist on the all important role 
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played by both conservation laws and constitutive equations in 

setting up differential equations describing physical phenomena. 

These two elements do not have the same rank, though, and the 

choice of conservation law seems to be the more fundamental one; 

once that choice has been made, however, the choice of 

constitutive equations determines a differential equation. 

We shall conclude by remarking that these choices are far 

from exhausting all th~ possible ways of influencing the outcome 

when setting up a differential equation. To illustrate, mention 

must be made of our 11 last minute assumption 11 that T was constant 

in Example 3, one that resulted in the (linear) Dirichlet problem 

for Laplace's equation. In general, tension can be expected to. 

"depend on beth deformation and rate of strain, say 

T=T <u, Lt .. , Lly); 

the BVP to solve in this more general case would be 

( Tu>< ),...+( TL\y )y=O~ 

ulae=f 

(5a) 

(5b) 

instead of (2.6>. Moreover, · dropp"i ng the assumption also made 

that "the maxi mum deformation is small compared with ··the total 

extension of the membrane 11 would result in the even more compl e>~ 

non 1 i near BVP ------ ···-----

( cru,.. ) .. + ( •J'Uy )y=O, 

ulaG=f, 
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where u has been defined in <2.5). 

The reader should reflect upon the importance of introducing 

the right assumpt1 'ns when formulating a DE based model: too 

relaxed assumptions result in defective models; too stringent 

ones give rise to unmanageable models. The right balance lies 

somewhere in the middle, as one should expect. 

PARTIAL CONCLUSIONS. 

The main goal of this first part has been to bring to focus 

the very important role played by the assumptions <implicit or 

otherwise) underlying a given mathematical model. This has been 

done in the specific context of differential equation based 

models, but the corresponding concepts remain applicable to any 

other class of mathematical models. 

In particular, it has been found that DE models can be 

characterised in ter~ of the assumptions of 

a) determinism ,,nd 

b) continuous -ime, 

plus the more specific ones concerning 

c> the physical laws governing the phenomenon. 

In addition, the differential equations will be ordinary if 

the space is assumed to be discrete while the time representation 

is continuous, or if space is assumed to be one dimensional if 

only the steady state is to be described. In every other case the 

resulting DE~s will be partial. 
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A methodology has been given for the construction of DE 

based mathematical models,- following the established pr-ocedure in 

the physical and engineering sciences. It is based on the idea of 

coupling a choice of conser-vation law with appr-opr-iate choices of 

constitutive equations specifying the various sources <energy, 

matter-, momentum, electrical char-ge or- whatever-) with the 

appropriate attributes (temperature, concentration, velocity, 

electric potential, etc.). 

The choice of physical law in c) is most consequential with 

regar-ds to the complexity of the resulting model. In this 

connection, a simulation based methodology is outlined in Part 

II, wher-eby the "right" model complexity can be obtained: a model 

should be complex enough that no significant features of the real 

system are over-looked, while still allowing for model 

manipulations with the computational tools available. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper consists of two parts, the first of which 

appeared in the previous issue of this Journal. It deals with 

some of the many aspects of modelling physical systems in terms 

of differential equations <DE>, ordinary and partial. Among 

the issues touched upon figure a> the important role played by 

the assumptions underlying a DE based mathematical model <Part 

I>, and b) the interplay between modelling and simulation when 

using differential equation models <Part II>. In a more 

philosophical vein, there is a section on determinism as well as 

one on model validation; while fairly general in scope, the 

concepts examined therein are introduced in direct relation to 

DE models. 

From an educational viewpoint, the present paper contains 

computational and methodological approaches which, suitably 

combined, should contribute to a more successful teaching of the 

subject to engineering and science students. Indeed, and for the 

sake of both understanding and motivation, prospective teachers 

of DE's should have a good command of these aspects. 
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The main. goal of the first part_was to bring to focus the 

very important role played ·by the assumptions <implicit or 

otherwise> underlying a given mathematical model. This was done 

in the specific context of differential equation based models, 

but the corresponding coMcepts remain applicable to any· other 

class of mathematical models. 

In particular, it was found that DE models can be 

characterised in terms of the assumptions 6f 

a) determinism, and 

b) continuous time, 

plus the more specific ones concerning 

c) the physical laws governing the phenomenon. 

In addition, the differential equations are ordinary if the 

space is assumed to be discrete while the time representation is 
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continuous, or if space is assumed to be one dimensional if only 

the steady state is to be described. In every other case the 

resulting DE~s are partial. 

In addition, a methodology was given for the construction of 

DE based mathematical models, following the established procedure 

in the physical and engineering sciences. Such methodology is 

based on the idea of coupling a choice of conservation law with 

appropriate choices of constitutive equations specifying the 

various sources <energy, 

whatever> with the 

matter, momentum, electrical charge or 

appropriate attributes <temperature, 

concentration~ velocity, electric potential, etc.). 

It was pointed out there that the choice of physical law in 

c> is most consequential with regards to the complexity of the 

resulting model. In this connection, a simulation based 

methodology is outlined in this second part, whereby the 11 right 11 

model complexi£y can be obtained: a model should be complex 

enough that no significant features of the real system are 

overlooked, while still allowing for model manipulations with the 

computational tools available. 

The list of references given at the end has been numbered 

consecutively from the last item in the corresponding list 

provided in Part I. Any reference to item CiJ, with i<16, points 

to the first part of the Bibliography. 

~. MODEL VALIDATION. 

In rather coa~se terms, model validation refers to making 

sure that model predictions agree with actual observations, hence 

recurring to experiment is conceptually mandatory in order to 

validate a given model. Situations arise, however, in which the 
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--
modeller does not actually carry out any new experiments to that 

effect, relying instead on his/her own or other people~s 

accumulated expertise in order to judge on the goodness of such 

model. In any case, experience has the final word in these 

matters. 

To be precise, one may adopt the preferential ordering given 

in C16J for scientific theories and adapt it to ordering models. 

Then, given two models M1 and M2 , it is said that M1 is 

preferrable to M2 if <M 1 ,M 2 ) satisfies at least one of the 

following criteria, while (M 2 ,M 1 ) satisfies none of the remaining 

ones. In the following statements, <M, N> is an ordered pair of 

models, and it is assumed that if one of them can be applied to 

a given set of data then so can the other: 

it_ The scope of M is greater than the scope of N, i.e. 

when considered as formal systems, M has more interpretations 

than N. 

ii> M has greater accuracy of prediction than· N, 

predictions are not error free. 

iii) M is less complex than N. 

and the 

In this context,· and from an episternal ogi cal viewpoint;.- --it· 

does make sense~~ ~~ve greater wei~ht to point ii> , and regard 

iii) as a <most important) requirement of a practical nature. 

That is, provided the empirical contexts we are concerned with do 

lie within the scope of b6th models. Accordingly, this sectiori 

and the next will be centered upon requirements ii) and iii>, 

respectively. 

Now, it does make sense to ask ou~~elves just what we mean 

·- ·---·-- -·-,·--
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by "predictions agreeing with observations". For purposes of 

illustration, consider the experimental arrangement suggested in 

section 4 for monitoring the motion of the block in Example 1. 

Experiment yields data which can be presented as 

( 1) 

ie e. a table of instants and corresponding measured positions, 

assuming a common underlying initial state. 

On the other hand, the model predicts a set of values 

X ( t 1 ) , • • • , l< ( tN) (2) 

for that particular initial state, 

achieved if and only if 

hence full agreement is 

x < t :1. > =x :1. , i = 1 , ••• , N, (3) 

whatever the choice of a positive integer N and of time instants 

t 1 , ••• ,tN. In other words, we are asking for a perfect match 

between theoretical predictions and actual observations for all 

possible realizations of all conceivable experiments in order to 

proclaim the model 11 good 11
• 

Now, this may be highly desirable and logically sound, but 

it is also highly unrealistic. In the first place, it must be 

observed that only finitely many sets of data such as <1> can 

ever be collected, so that these stringent requirements cannot 

even be verified in practice. Second, i~ frequently happens that 

r such tables differ in their second row even if 

a> corresponding pairs have the same time components, and 
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b) the data were obtained for identical initial state. 

This last statement is rather serious, insofar as (if taken 

at face value) it bluntly contradicts the determinism that lead 

to the model in the first place. This difficulty resolves, 

however, if one recalls that "= 11 in the operational definition of 

determinism actually meant "indistinguishability under the 

conditions of the experiment" and we ought to keep this meaning 

in <3> in order to preserve consistency. 

This 

limitation 

being said, 

of nevet-

one still has to cope with the practical 

being able 

if data 

to perform "all conceivable 

e:<peri ments". Even accumulate 

information actually grows without bounds, 

·every i nstan±. 

and the collected 

it is still finite at 

A situation results in which the goodness of the model can 

only ·be tested up to the ~~ailable information~ giving up all 

claims of ever achieving definitiveness when giving a positive 

evaluation. In strict terms, one cannot rule out the possibility 

of ever coming across new experimental evidence forcing us to 

reject a formerly acceptable model. Rejection, on the other hand, 

is definitive. 

-In real l'fe~ model validation may take a slightly di~~erent

·turn, particularly· in those· situations where a reasonable 

knowledge of the physical system·is ____ avaiTable. In engineering 

work, for· ·-i hstance, it is oftEfn ·known that a consti tutfve ·· --------·--·--·-

eqLtation must have a certain form, in which only finitely many 

parameters· remain to be specified; in·· such cases, modelling·--

requires estimating those parameters fr6m experimental data. 
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To be specific:, let us illustrate this in terms of Example 

1. Suppose it is known that dissipation is negligible <~=O>, 

while 

spring forc:e=-ksign<x> lxle, 

where e is a real, positive unknown parameter. 

We are actually dealing with a whole family of models, 

one for eac:h value of the parameter. The question arises of 

choosing the best suc:h model. 

Observe that eac:h model in the family produces one and only 

one trajectory for eac c:hoic:e of initial state 

s: =(X (0), ~~ (0) ), 

thereby giving rise to a family 

{x<t,e,s>:e>O,se~} 

of predicted values for the block's position at time t. This in 

turn results in an overall measure of discrepancy with the data 

which depends on the parameter value as well as on the initial 

state s. In general, any measure of overall discrepancy with the 

data is a function of two variables, say Q: <O,m>xR2 ->R, suc:h 

that 

Q(e,s>:= overall discrepancy with data corresponding to 
initial state s and parameter value e. 

A frequent c:hoic:e for Q is 
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but some other definitions of Q do occur in the engineering 

literature C17J,C18J. 

It is the modeller•s responsibility to select the best model 

in the family (i.e. the best parameter value>. The obvious 

rationale for this purpose requires Q(B,s) to become as small as 

possible for each value of s actually represented in the data. 

For notational 

values of the 

-follows: 

convenience, let s 1 , ••• ,sm be precisely those 

state. This rationale can be implemented as 

For each je{l, ••• ,m}, choose e~ so that 

then choose the "best 11 parameter value by 1 etti ng 

e*:=e ... , 

where k is such that Q(B~,s~) 

CsayQmi~) for j=k. 

achieves its minimum value 

There still remains a fundamental question to be asked, 

namely 

4-1s~best go6d enough? 

By this we mean, the prespecified tolerance? If 
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it is, fair enough. Let~s now concern ourselves with what can be 

done when "best is not good enough". 

For that purpose, one must remember that a particular model 

is arrived at as a result of a rather long series of decisions: 

choices had to be made on 

* the dimensionality of the space representation, 

* whether time was to be discrete or continuous, 

* which physical phenomena were to be considered in the 

description and which were to be ignored 

* whether determinism should be assumed or not, 

* the conservation principle to be invoked, 

* the constitutive equations to be chosen, etc. 

It is only natural that a failure to meet the validation 

specification must lead to a reexamination of all this decision 

making. 

In normal modelling practice, it often occurs that failure 

to validate the model results from a decision to disregard a 

certain aspect of the phenomenon, so that taking it into account 

in a new model solves the problem. As a typical illustration of 

this, consider Example 2. An important ingredient in the 

corresponding model was the assumption that 

* the bar was insulated along its l~ngth, 
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and not only at its two ends. A more cautious approach would 

consider. the possibility of actually having heat losses along the 

sides of the bar, say to the surrounding medium. For the sake of 

simplicity, assume this medium is bulky enough as to maintain a 

constant temperature in spite of receiving heat from the bar. 

Assuming heat losses occur through natural convection only, the 

resulting model would be of the form 

:~ = ()!.::~ - 13u; t>o, O<z<L ·· 

The new parameter can now be estimated from e:<per i mental 

data along the same lines given earlier. However, a more refined 

analysis would assess the importance of these heat losses by 

conducting a sensitivity analysis on this new parameter. 

This model refinement type of work is frequent in the 

modern, mathematically oriented engineering -·1 i terature 

C19J, C20J. However, some of the decisions made for modelling 

purposes ar~ of a more fundamental nature, hence they are m6re 

consequential ~han others. Also, and as a byproduct of this, 

decisions are not all independent,- -hence a rather complex 

"decision tree" would be required in order to fully _represent 

the logic involved. Nothing as ambitious as this shall be 

attempted here; we will content ourselves with the m~ch more 

modest aim of exploring further the notions of determinism 

and continuity of the space and/or time representations, 

c6~c~pts which have been seen t6 lie at the root of ~11 our 

modelling with differential equations. In practice, however, 
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these two notions are often taken for granted and seldom if ever 

is any further attention granted to them. 

For instance, take the assumption of time being continuous; 

by this we mean that T should be an interval of real numbers, not 

necessarily T=ro,m>. For lumped parameter models, choosing T 

otherwise <say T at most countable> leads to difference equation 

models, such as 

(4) 

in which trajectories are vector sequences. These models yield 

their predictions by simple iteration, hence they are very 

manageable from a computational point of view. On the other hand, 

they always have a state space and are necessarily deterministic. 

These properties have rendered them attractive and made them the 

recipients of much attention lately [21J. 

An important particular case obtains when T={O}, a possible 

choice of time representative for steady state models. Then, 

instead of a vector difference equation such as (4) one gets a 

system of algebraic equations such as 

g<x>=O, (5) 

with g:Rd~Rd. Any solution of <5> is a steady state predicted by 

the model, of which there can be more t~en one: some of them may 

be observable, some of them not. In any case, experimental 

confirmation must be sought for these possible steady states. 

The unobservability of some of them is sometimes traceable to 

unstability, which must in turn be investigated by means of a 

dynamical model. See [22J, [23J for this type of analysis in the 

field of reaction-diffusion systems. 
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On the contrary, distributed parameter models still give 

rise to differential equations <ordinary or partial, see Example 

3) for the steady state; other choices of T lead to systems of 

functional difference equations, with essentially the same 

properties as <4). 

With all its implied consequences as to the type of model it 

gives rise to, . the choice of a continuous representative for 

either time or space is not really essential. It is an often 

convenient choice simply because so many physical laws are 

expressed in ~ifferential form, hence in terms of limits~ From a 

more fundamental viewpoint, what makes this choice attractive for 

modelling purposes is the completeness of the real number system. 

In a more practical vein, most of Classical Physics is expressed 

in terms of limitirig operations, so differential equation~ b~sed 

models may be.confidently expected to stay with us for quite a 

whi 1 e. 

Let ·us end this-section by pondering on the possible means 

a.nd consequences of discarding the as~.u.mpti on of determin-i-sm. ·· In· 

the notation and terminolqgy of section 3, we are forced to do 

so if no state space exists i.e. if for every choice of 

exp~rimental frame X there is at least one x~X and one pair 

<x,t,p,a.~>,<:<,t,p,a 11 )eD with a• and a 11 distinct •...... Ag~if1.L ..... --.:. 
11 distinct" must be read as _11distinguishable under the conditions 

of the e:<periment 11
• 

In the notation of this section and making 

table (1), this would occur if r repetitions 

reference to 

of the same 

experiment <i.e. for the s~me initial state and the same time 

instants t 1 , ••• ,tN) yield differing second rows. Again, 11 equal 11 

and 11 different 11 must be understood in terms of 
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"distinguishability under- exper-imental conditions"m In an attempt 

at quantifying this notion one might proceed as follows. 

For- every i=1, ••• ,N, let c 1 stand for the average of all the 

differing x 1 ~s obtained in the r- repetitions of the exper-iment, 

and let B1 stand for a neighbourhood of c 1 • Then it makes sense 

to ask for- each repetition whether the tr-ajectory actually 

observed belongs to the set 

(6) 

Count the number of those repetitions for which an 

affirmative answer was given and divide it by r, the total number 

of repetitions of the same experiment. Let the resulting quotient 

be denoted by f~, a number between 0 and 1 hereafter referred to 

as the r-elative frequency of the event that a trajector-y belongs 

to set (6). 

A positive number- ry may be selected, with the idea of 

rejecting the assumption of determinism if and only if f~<ry. 

··\ It may be felt that we are making it hard to reject this 

assumption by pr-oceeding in this fashion; this is indeed the 

case, simply because we are dealing with a rather fundamen~al 

assumption, with deep implications for our modelling. 

On the other hand, a variant of this criterion could have 

been chosen from the very beginning: a deterministic viewpoint is 

adopted only if f~>l-ry. Then we say that "the trajector-y values 

at instants t 1 , ••• ,tN are c 1 , ••• ,cN, 

away all discr-epancies from this 

"experimental error". 
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One feels justified in this procedure by the commonly made 

observation that, as r increases without bounds, f~ fluctuates 

about a fixed number peC0,1J, with deviation amplitudes 

decreasing 11 in the average". This observation embodies the so 

-called Principle of Statistical Regularity, and p is identified 

wih 11 the probability that an observed trajectory belongs to set 

(6)11. In other words, one is simply acknowledging the varability 

present in all experimental situations while assessing 

determinism itself. 

If determinism is finally rejected, then it is convenient to 

remind ourselves that a probability can be assigned to all sets 

of 'trajectories such as (6)-at least in principle-according to 

the Principle of Statistical Regularity. This opens up the 

possibility of giving a probabilistic description of the 

corresponding physical model in the terms made precise by 

Kolmogorov's -Extension Theorem C24J. Thus we see that-

probability _spaces appear as the natural models to consider in 

the absence of determinism. 

6. SIMULATION AND MODEL COMPLEXITVa 

It should b~ clear by now that conclusions must be drawn 

from a _given model in order-to test its validity b~ -comparing· 

them with experiment , hence the advantage of having access to 

~expedient procedures for -nsolving the model's 

Simulation is the art of devising those efficent algorith~s ~s 
-

well as implementing them i~ order to obtain the required 

predictions. 

On the other hand, . the fundamental role played by the 

various assumptions underlying a given model must be apparent by 

- _now, together with the long series of decisions required in 

modelling. It is only natural to expect a high degree of 
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interplay between the corresponding decision making and 

algorithm design i.e. between modelling and 

this section we shall attempt to illustrate 

while giving an overview of algorithm design. 

si mul ati on. In 

this interaction 

For instance, consider the situatio~ described in Example 1. 

A deterministic model was arrived at under the stated 

assumptions, in which the basic problem to be solved for 

validating it is the IVP <1.1>. Now, this IVP is indeed very 

simple: in the particular case in which u2 <4k <underdamped 

oscillations>, its solution can be expressed in closed form as 

t 
x<t>=Ae-tl2sin<wt+o>+Sh<t-s)f(s)ds 

0 
( 1) 

where w2 :=k-u2 14, both A and B can be expressed in terms of x
0 

and v
0

, and 

h<t>:=~exp{-t/2}sinwt. w 

Analogous expressions hold in the complementary cases. 

Let~s now relax the assumption requiring linearity in both 

spring and viscous medium constitutive equations, just as was 

done in section 4. There results an extended model emboaied in 

<4.3>, with ~ and ~continuously differentiable functions 

satisfying <4.2>. 

It is possible to investigate this nonlinear model using 

qualitative methods [25J, but there is no hope of ever explicitly 

16 



solv~ng the differential equation as in the linear case. The 

road is open for methods yielding approximate solutions, though, 

and we would like to concentrate ·on them from now on. 

For, 

converted 

z: = < x ,_ v) , 

observe that the IVP for (4.3) can be expediently 

into one for a system of ODE~s in the vector variable 

with v:=dx/dt, namely 

z =F < t , z > , z < t 0 > =z 0 , (2) 

with t 0 :=0, FCt,x,v>:=(v,..n<x>+o/(v)+f<t> )T. 

Let us take this IVP as our starting point. However, we will 

explicitly deal with the more general situation in which F is an 

R"-valued vector function. 

From well known results in the theory of ordinary 

differential equations [25J, under the current differentiability 

assumptions there exists a closed interval [a,bJ with t 0 ECa,~~i 
on which a unique solution z of (2) exists. Let d be the uniform 

convergence metric in CEa,bJ, namely 

d ( f , g ) : =max { I f < t ) -g ( t ) I : t E [ a, b J ) • 

An £-approximate solution of the IVP 

function w:Ea,bJ->R", 

approximate solution 

continuous there~ 

algorithm for 

approximate solution for any positive E. 

<2> over ra,bJ is 

such that d<w,z><E. 

<2> 'will yield an 

any 

An 

of such algorithms, 

numerical methods. 

but we will concentrate in wha~ f6llo~s upon - -- . - . ~ 

For, the IVP (2) is readily seen to be equivalent to the 

17 
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nonlinear Volterra type integral equation 

t 
zCt>=z 0 +SF<s,z(s))ds. 

0 
(3) 

Discretize time, replacing the basic interval Ct 0 ,bJ by the 

partition 

with 

for a positive stepsize h. 

Then, (3) gives rise to 

t..., ... .., 
z<t..., ... ..,>=z<t...,>+SF<s,z<s>>ds, 

t ... 

for each positive integer p. Use the approximate integration rule 

(4) 

upon the right hand side of the last relation to get 
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. I. 

(5) 

Note that approximate integration rules like (4) can be 

devised for which the right and left hand sides of (5) differ by 

less than any prespecified tolerance C26J. This suggests the 

possibility of generating an £-approximate solution of 

interpolating the finite sequence of points 

generated by the algorithm 

(2) by 

(6a) 

(6b) 

.This algorithm is said to be multistep if p>l; _ otherwise it 

is single step. Note that (6) defines a recurrence relation 

similar to (5.4> in the single step case. On the contrary, any 

multistep instance of (6) reduces to a pth order difference 

equation, which must be. solved by previously generating 

w1 , ••• ,w;::~- 1 via an appropriate single step algor_~th_m • 

Algorithm (6) is said .. to be explici_t if c"'=O; otherwise it 

is called implicit. Formula (5.4) defines an explicit, single 

step algorithm-and it can be.implemented.as a ~imple iteration. 

On ·the ·other hand, implementing an implicit in-sta-nc_e __ -cif: (6> 

requires solving an equation at every step of.the iteration~ 
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Thus, implicit methods are computationally more expensive, their 

advantage lying in their greater numerical stability C27J. 

An E-approximate solution can indeed be obtained by 

interpolating the points generated by <6>, provided h is chosen 

sufficiently small. Choosing h small enough to comply with given 

precision specifications frequently requires some trial and 

error, computational efficiency often demanding variable 

stepsizes. In some cases, however, there are error estimates that 

can be used to ease the task of selecting the right stepsize C27J. 

Discretization can occur under many guises when developing 

computational simulation algorithms. Take, for instance, the BVP 

- <2.5> arrived at in Example 3. The basic region G being bounded, 

it can be enclosed in a rectangle R of sufficently large sides, 

say R=Ca,bJ~{[c,dJ. In turn, both sides of the rectangle can be 

partitioned, say by 

let P denote the set consisting of the points <x~,y~> thus 

determined which actually lie in G. Discretization is then 

achieved by substituting .P for G. Just for the sake of 

convenience, assume the planar mesh thus generated consists of 

squares, each of side h. 

It is an easy consequence of Taylor~s Theorem that 

f Cx+O:< > -2f ex> +f Cx-cSx > ..,. f" < > 
<cSx>2 x (7) 
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. -~ 

when ox~O, provided f is C2 at x. This result suggests that the 

following procedure can be applied to the discretization of the 

BVP (2. 5). 

Number the points of P in such a way that the first N of 

them are interior toG, say p 1 , ••• ,pNi while PN+ 1 , ••• ~PN+M are 

not. For any real function v on G, write v~ for v<p~>, 

i=1, ..• ,N+M. 
mesh which 

arbitrarily. 

Finally, 1 et _PN+M+ 1 , ••• , PN+M+t<: be the points in the 

are not in . P, and define vN+M+ 1 , ••• ,vN+M+t<: 

Let u be the solution to the BVP being considered; clearly 

uN .... 1 , ••. ,uN+M are known from the data: they coincide with 

f(PN+1>, •••• ,f(PN+M>• For each index value i not ~xceeding N, let 

p~, pk, Pm and Pn be the first neighbours of p~, then approximate 

each of toe par:tial deriv:atives maldng up the Laplacian of u at 

p~ as suggested by <7>.This gives rise to 

a relation involving at most five unknown values. Some of the 

known values should better be eliminated, though, in case they 

have indices greater ·than N+M. To illustrate how, assum~ j)N+M, 

while i,k,m~n<N, so that there necessarily is a boundary point q 

in the segment between p~ and~~; denote the abstissae of~-these~ 

three points by~~;~; and~~~-~~~p~ctively. Then, 

thus making it reasonable to replace u~ by 
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in the corresponding relation. 

approximate equality 

One is then left with the 

(8) 

where c:=4+<x~-xb)/(xb-x~>, b~:=-hf(q)/(xb-x~>. Similar relations 

obtain quite analogously for each of theN values of i. 

Let X be the N-vector satisfying the system of 1 inear 

equations 

Ax=b (9) 

the i t:.h of which is obtained by substituting = for "' in the 

corresponding appro~< i mate relation (8). 

Systems like (9) may be accurately solved by rather well 

known techniques , using widely available computational packages 

[28J. Then the components x 1 , ••• ,xN of x approximate the values 

u 1 , ••• ,uN of the solution at the interior points p 1 ,~ •• ,pN~ 

respectively. A measure of the total error is 

and it can be rendered smaller than any E)O by _choosing h 

small enough. An e:-approximate solution of the -BvP· can 

then be constructed by merely interpolating the points~ 

Note that there are as many linear equations as·there are 

interior points of G in P, each of them with at most 5 unknowns, 

hence a proportion not greater than 5/N of the elements of A will 
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be nonzero. This remark says that A is spars2, ·a circumstance 

~ with very important practical consequences, since it permits 

saving resources in terms of both 

-. --- -- ---

a) memory requirements for the mere storage of NxN matrix A, 

_b) computational effort required in order to solve (9). 

In fact, at most 5N numbers and positions (say 15N memory 

locations) will be required in order to store the NxN matrix A, a 

substantial economy for large N. Moreover, appropriately 

labelling the points in P helps to reduce the bandwidth of A, 
thereby simplifying the eli~ination procedure required· for 

solving (9). See C29J for details. 

This type of discretization is well documented, see for 

instance [30J; it can be extended to dynamic models like that 

resulting from Example 2 or from its extensions, the unbounded 

character of the t variable giving rise to some interesting 

mathematic~! problems. Alternative discretization techniques 

applicable in all these cases are the so called finite 

element methods; they are very convenient from the of 

view of their greater.flexibility, when compared 

point 

with the 

finite difference techniques we have just described. 

Nevertheless, they do employ more sop hi sti cated mathematical _________ _ 

machi-nery to go from the BVP to be solved to the resulting line~r 

system (9) • see [31J. 

·Both·'of these discretizatibn ~echniques are applicable to-

the solution of nonlinear BVP~s or IBVP~s like <4.5) and (4. 6)' 

those BVP' s- resulting from- rel·axing· certain simplifying 

assumptions in Example 3. When applied to them, both finite 

·difference and finite element techniques give rise to finite 

...... ··-··------. ------------·-·-- . . -·-··.- - . 
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dimensional systems too, but this time they are nonlinear, of the 

type (5.5>. 

Now, most nonlinear equation solvers work sequentially: a 

sequence {xk} of iterates is generated from a given starting 

point x by resorting to a suitably devised scheme such as (5.4>, 

the sequence converging to the solution as k~m. However, the 

really good ones <like those in the Newton-Raphson family> are 

implicit, and require solving a linear system like (9) at every 

iteration, see t32J. Hence dealing with very general nonlinear 

models may be computationally very costly-and even prohibitive, 

depending on the current economics of computation. 

This leads us straight back to the question of how detailed 

a differential equation model ought to be= Sure enough, making 

·too many simplifying assumptions may yield simple but very bad 

models; on the other hand, attempting to 11 take every aspect into 

account" may lead to a very faithful model ••• if and when 

predictions can indeed be extracted from it. Where is the right 

balance?. 

In this connection, it is appropriate to mention some recent 

developments in Identification Theory [33J, · [18J dealing with 

the construction of ~iscrete time models of time series. An 

interesting notion of model ~omplexity appears there, in 

the Rissanen approac~ to structure determination [341~ see 

also t16l, and i~ might be thought feasible to apply it here. It 

must be borne in mind, -·----however, that the models considered 

therein are already cast-in an algorithmic fashion, -whereas 

most "serious" DE models must be somehow discretized before 

becoming computationally· feasible. In our terminology,----··· 

Rissanen,s information theoretical approach pertain to ALGORITHM 

rather than MODEL complexity: as such it can certainly constitute 
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the main ingredient of a formalized notion of model complexity, 

along the lines suggested in the Introduction. There are, 

however, other concepts of algorithm con1pl ex i ty which one might 

also like to consider fo~ these purposes. 

Once a satisfactory notion of model complexity is adopted, a 

reasonably systematic approach would start out by making a list 

of all the features worthy of consideration in a given modelling 

situation. Using the modeller~s expertise, some of these features 

may be selected for actual consideration, a finite (and not too 

large> family of possible models arising from this, each 

characterized in terms of a set of assumptions. In turn~ this 

family of models can be structured by the relation "being derived 

from by simplifying", which makes it into a lattice-like ordered 

structure. Se~ [35J for an enlightening illustration of such 

·procedure, based on the "sound engineering judgement" of model 

complexity. 

In general, the resulting discrete family of models can then 

be explored from simpler to more ~omplex in a systematic fashion, 

moving "up" the complexity ladder only if agreement with 

experiment is not satisfactory, otherwise exploring ''sidewise". 

This procedure would make it possible to attain a con~~nient 

combination of model complexity and simulation feasibility. 

·7. CONCLUSIONS. 

··As ----we·..:'see,- ·modelling- as an activity· is highly dependent .... on·· 

the model1 er ~ s · expertise and good :judgement, --and nc:f---bther 

~ossibility seems open so far. Nevertheless, a rationale_ for 

model· selection has been outlined, based--upon .. the--notion ·of model 

complexity~ Mbreover, it has been indicated how this last notion 

can evolve from that of algorithm complexity, at least in 
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principle: the complexity of a DE model coincides with that of 

the least complex simulation algorithm based upon that model. The 

work of Traub et al. on complexity theory seems highly relevant 

in connection with this idea of model complexity, see e.g. 

Question 1 on p. 3 of C4J. 

It is clear from the presentation given above that modelling 

and simulation are highly interrelated: simulation is carried out 

in terms of a model and, conversely, the choice of a model 

requires substantial simulation work. Hence it is only fair that 

a definition of model complexity takes simulation into account. A 

promising area for further research is the development of t~ese 

ideas using an appropriate notion o~ algorithm complexity, and 

Rissanen"s information theoretical notions seem most relevant. On 

a more practical vein, it seems quite desirable to 

·modelling/simulation packages based upon these ideas 

develop 

of model 

complexity, along the lines of the last paragraph of section 6 • 

It should be apparent that most of the foregoing 

considerations apply without change to models other than those 

given in terms of DE~s. On the other hand, from pedagogical 

reasons it seems sound to center the discussion on a particular 

family of models: the well known interest of DE based models in 

modern science and engineering expl~ins our choice of family. It 

is clear that, together, determinism and the choice of 

continuous time or space representative ~et the ground for the 

emergence of DE models; all extras required are physical laws 

·expressed in differential form plus· the necesary 

differentiability assumptions. In turri, the ~ctual ~~tting up of 

DE models can ·be systematized to a certain extent via the 
11 conservation law+constitutive equation 11 approach described 

above. The DE's are ordinary when time is continuous and space is 

discrete, also when space is one dimensional and time is 
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,, 
discrete; in all remaining cases there r-esult PDE's. 

Space limitations prevented us fr-om considering input-output 

DE based models, either with regards to their origin in 

experiment or their-. peculiar-ities fr-om the point of view of 

simulation. We stop short of doing that, however, and indeed the 

present treatment suffices in order to deal with a fixed input 

p function. In fact, readers conversant with mathematical system 

theory C10J will undoubtedly note that, given both determinism 

and the notion of state space, it only remains to relate 
. -· 

'.. -~\ 

,.;-;:·1 

. -.. ! 

r-o. 

causality to experiment in order- to arrive at the notion of 

dynamical system as the fundamental input-output model. 
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